ABBREVIATIONS

CIE  Companion of the Indian Empire.
CMG  Civil & Military Gazette (Lahore).
CSI  Companion of the Star of India.
Ests.  Establishments.
FR  Fortnightly Report.
FPD  Foreign and Political Department.
GOI  Government of India.
HD  Home Department.
JPHS  Journal of the Pakistan Historical Society (Karachi).
JRSP  Journal of the Research Society of Pakistan (Lahore).
KCIE  Knight Commander of the Indian Empire.
MAO  Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental College, Aligarh.
MLC  Member of Legislative Council.
PAR  Punjab Administration Report.
Pb.  Punjab.
PLCP  Punjab Legislative Council Proceedings.
Poll.  Political.
PPP  Punjab Past and Present (Patiala).
Rs.  Rupees.
SNNP  Selections from the Native Newspapers published in the Punjab.
UP  United Provinces of Agra and Oudh.
WRDCI  Weekly Report of the Director of Central Intelligence.